We consider the evolution of cosmological perturbations at the QCD transition, in particular the sudden reheating from a supercooled universe to the transition temperature. Sudden reheating happens at a specific temperature, hence density, and singles out one specific hypersurface. Underdensities reach the reheating earlier than overdensities, there is a short period of huge pressure differences which leads to a jump in the fluid velocity. Density perturbations of scales far below the Hubble radius λ ≪ R H get an amplification which grows quadratically in wavenumber. Primordial black hole formation will not be sufficiently amplified by the QCD transition unless the initial spectrum is fine tuned.
Could primordial black holes of one solar mass be formed because of the QCD transition? Such black holes have been proposed as candidates for massive compact halo objects observed by microlensing. Our analysis leads to the conclusion that the QCD transition cannot provide sufficient amplification on horizon scales to form black holes without fine tuning the initial spectrum.
Supercooling and Sudden Reheating
The QCD transition in the early universe took place at a temperature T ⋆ ∼ 150 MeV. Recent results of lattice QCD indicate a first order phase transition 1 . The quark-gluon plasma, tightly coupled to photons and leptons, cools via Hubble expansion below T ⋆ . At the maximal supercooling
−3 , nucleation of hadronic bubbles becomes efficient and the fluid suddenly reheats to the transition temperature, see Fig. 1 . Reheating takes only a tiny fraction of the Hubble time 2 , ∆t RH /t H ≈ 10 −6 − 10 −5 . The step in temperature implies a step in pressure,
It is crucial that this leads to large spatial variations of pressure at the time of reheating, since underdense regions get reheated earlier than overdense regions. During the reversible part of the QCD transition temperature and pressure stay fixed and hadronic bubbles grow. There are no pressure gradients and the sound speed is zero 3 . After the transition is completed the hadron fluid cools via expansion.
Effects on subhorizon perturbations
The evolution of linear cosmological perturbations is first analyzed on subhorizon scales, where Newtonian concepts for space and time (for an expanding radiation fluid) are applicable. Sudden reheating happens when the maximal supercooling ∆T /T ⋆ is reached, i.e. on a hypersurface of uniform temperature, hence uniform density, Σ RH , see Fig. 1 . On Σ RH pressure jumps uniformly, Eq.(1). At a given Newtonian time, underdensities have lower temperature than overdensities and therefore get reheated earlier. The lapse of time (time delay) between the actual reheating of a fluid element on Σ RH and the average Newtonian time of reheating, t RH , is denoted by ∆t( x) and shown in Fig. 1 for one perturbation mode k. The time delay ∆t( x) follows from the condition of uniform energy density on the surface of reheating, ρ( x, t + ∆t( x)) = uniform, combined with the continuity equation dρ/dt = −3H(ρ + p) just before resp. just after reheating (t RH ) ,
The time delay of Σ RH is the same whether evaluated before or after the hypersurface, and this condition gives the discontinuity of δρ,
The jump in the fluid velocity is obtained by integrating the Euler equation over the short period of huge pressure differences at t ≈ t RH . We split p into a homogeneous and an inhomogeneous term, p( x, t) = p(t) + ∆p( x, t), where ∆p( x, t) is a sequence of step functions with step size ∆p. During the time of reheating these inhomogeneities are the dominant terms in the Euler equation
where S ≡ (ρ+p) v is the momentum density. Integrating Eq.(4) over the short period of huge pressure differences gives
The jump conditions, Eqs.(3,5), are valid for each k mode separately. Note that the jump in S is proportional to the wavenumber k phys . The incoming perturbations before sudden reheating are acoustic oscillations. In the bag model the sound speed c s = 1/ √ 3 and the amplitudes A in for δρ and | √ 3 S| are equal until sudden reheating. At t RH , δρ and S jump according to Eqs. (3, 5) . After sudden reheating, during the reversible part of the QCD transition, the sound speed c s ≡ 0, i.e. the restoring force in the acoustic oscillations vanishes 3 . Since the QCD transition lasts less than a Hubble time, gravity is negligible and density perturbations fall freely with constant velocity, δρ(t) = δρ(t RH + ǫ) − (t − t RH ) ∇ S(t RH + ǫ). This free fall gives an amplification which is linear in k phys and proportional to S(t RH + ǫ). After the QCD transition is completed, one has acoustic oscillations again and the total amplification factor is quadratic in wavenumber,
ϕ in is the phase of the incoming acoustic oscillation at t RH . The scale
H , it depends on the duration of the reversible QCD transition ∆t trans , and it is due to the free fall 3 . The scale k RH depends on the amount of supercooling,
The amplification factor is quadratic in k for (λ/R H ) < (∆T /T ⋆ ).
General Relativistic Analysis
In the general relativistic analysis of cosmological perturbations, space-time is cut into space-like slices. For sudden reheating, there is one exceptional slice, the hypersurface of reheating Σ RH , which corresponds to a fixed-time slice in uniform density (UD) gauge 4 . The extrinsic K ij (Σ UD ) and the intrinsic curvature (3) R(Σ UD ) remain continuous at reheating. The momentum density S UD stays continuous due to the momentum constraint of general relativity. Before and after reheating we evolve in uniform expansion gauge (UE) 4 , κ UE ≡ δtr[K ij (Σ UE )] ≡ 0. We now derive the jump conditions in UE gauge. Just before reheating we gauge transform to UD gauge, join and transform back to UE gauge just after reheating. The momentum density is expressed in terms of a scalar potential, S ≡ ∇ψ. The required gauge transformations are
∆t is the lapse of time from the old to the new hypersurface (gauge). 
For superhorizon scales, k phys ≪ H, the right hand side becomes negligible and we get no effect. In the subhorizon limit k phys ≫ H we recover Eq.(3,5). We conclude that very large amplifications of perturbations are produced for scales λ far below the horizon. But primordial black holes production needs nonlinear perturbations at the horizon scale. This cannot be produced by amplifications due to the QCD transition even with supercooling.
